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SOCIETY ANNOUNCEMENTS
FORTHCOMING DISCUSSION MEETINGS

These are held in the front first floor room of the 'Clarence',
53 Whitehall, London SW1, at 530 for 6p.m. It is near Charing
Cross Underground Station (Bakerloo, Northern and Jubilee Lines).
Wednesday 14 July 1982 Brigadier F. E. Stafford, C.M.G., C.B.E.,
on "Back to the Army Again!"
Wednesday 15 September 1982 Rear-Admiral P. W. Brock,
C.B., D.S.O., on Kipling on Canada.
Wednesday 10 November 1982 Peter Bellamy with A Recital
of Kipling Songs—including some new settings.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, 1982, AND SUPPER

The Annual General Meeting of the Kipling Society will be
held on Wednesday 27 October 1982, at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at
the 'Clarence' (address given above). The A.G.M. is open
to 'such members as care to attend'.
After the meeting there will be an informal supper. Curries
and English food will be offered. Reasonable prices. Cash bar.
Numbers limited. Booking card with this Journal. Please
complete.
ANNUAL LUNCHEON, 1982/83

Council decided that the Annual Luncheon should be held in
April 1983 so that our President, Sir Angus Wilson, could
be present. It is hoped that this postponement from Autumn
1982 to Spring 1983 will meet with Members' approval.
Details will be promulgated soon.
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Thanks to all who have so promptly paid their subscriptions at
the new rates. Deeds of Covenant, Bankers' Mandates and
Applications for Membership are available from the Society's
Office.
June 1982

JOHN SHEARMAN

THE YOUNG JOURNALIST IN SIMLA
A well known photograph of the 1880s by Bourne & Shepherd of Simla, Calcutta
and Bombay. A signed copy is in the Library of Congress, Washington. [Can any
reader supply evidence as to the precise date between 1885 and 1889 when this
photograph was taken?]
The same portrait appears as frontispiece in the "reprint" of American Notes
critically reviewed in this issue. A gross error in its caption is mentioned on p 20.
We are again grateful to Mr Brian Livings for his careful reproductions (printed
above and on pp 15. 19 and 25) from original pictures of very varying quality.
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EDITOR'S NEWS AND NOTES
Readers will be sad to learn that
Cecily Nicholson, Kipling's former Private Secretary and the
author of the "Something of Himself series which has been a
popular feature of the Journal in the past two years, has just died.
I saw her not long ago, and another of her pieces, which I edited
with her approval before her death, is on page 16. In September I
will publish a proper obituary, but must now be content to record,
with real regret, the loss of another link with Kipling.
MISS CECILY NICHOLSON

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
So many Letters to the Editor have
been coming in that in this issue we have devoted fourteen pages to
them, instead of three or four, and yet only a selection can be given.
The volume in hand justified this extensive treatment, but we will
not usually be able to afford so much space. We are in the fortunate
though invidious position of holding much more material of all
sorts than we can print. Those who are disappointed that what they
write does not at once appear may like to know that less than half
of what we would in principle be pleased to publish can in practice
be fitted in. This at least bodes well for the magazine.
Apart from our old-established
Branch in Victoria—which is very close-knit and localised—we
now have over fifty members in Canada, and the number is growing. Their membership is mainly handled from London, but it
would be more efficient and economical if it were dealt with in
Canada (just as most U.S. members are managed from New York).
The ideal is to have a public-spirited member willing to receive
the Journal in bulk from England, to mail it to fellow-members
in Canada, and to keep in touch with these over subscriptions and
all administrative matters. It is not a Branch that we need (with its
connotation of Branch activities) but a Secretariat (with a Secretary
acting as Agent for the Society and remitting members' subscriptions to London).
We are therefore extremely grateful to Mr G. D. Fleming and
Miss J. Schrieder of Ottawa [see page 4] who are very kindly
accepting responsibility for all members permanently resident in
Canada (except Victoria Branch). This cannot take full effect
immediately, since some long-standing arrangements of individual
and corporate members need catering for; but we hope that the
Journal for September 1982 will be distributed in this way, and
that Canadian members will thereafter find the new system quick
and convenient.
A SECRETARIAT IN CANADA

THE ELMS, ROTTINGDEAN, SUSSEX
Rudyard Kipling lived here between 1897 and 1902, when he moved to Bateman's. Last year, with misgivings, we recorded the
stated intention of the present owners of the house to develop the site, and we supported the strong resistance of the local
preservation society against what they (and we) saw as a remarkably intrusive and unsuitable building scheme.
Now, as we go to press, we are told by our Rottingdean correspondent about an important public inquiry into the matter,
which is to be held shortly in Brighton. The outcome, which those who know and admire Rottingdean will await with anxiety,
will be reported in our next issue. Meanwhile a reader sends us this sketch of The Elms, as seen from the south-east in winter,
across the village pond.
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JOHN KIPLING AT WELLINGTON
by MARK BAKER

[Rudyard Kipling's only son John was born at Rottingdean "on a warm August
night of '97, under what seemed every good omen" (Something of Myself]. At first
he was intended for the Royal Navy, with the prospect of the most distinguished
patronage possible. Admiral of the Fleet Sir John Fisher offered [in Carrington's
words] "to nominate John for a naval cadetship, thus giving him a historic line of
succession, because he, himself, had been nominated to a cadetship, fifty years
earlier, by the last survivor among Nelson's captains". However, John proved to
have poor eyesight like his father, so a naval education and career was ruled out.
He was sent to Wellington College in Berkshire, an establishment founded as a
memorial to the Great Duke as a school for Army orphans, which had grown into
one of the great public schools, while retaining a strong military tradition. The
schooldays of this likeable but not particularly talented boy are the subject of the
article below. The author, a member of the staff at Wellington College from 1936-70,
served as its first Archivist from 1973-81.
Shortly after the outbreak of War in August 1914 John Kipling volunteered for
the Army, but he was initially rejected on account of his sight. In September however, sponsored by Field Marshal Lord Roberts, Colonel-in-Chief of the Irish
Guards, he applied successfully for a commission in that regiment. He spent a year
as a subaltern at the depot at Warley; then in August 1915, a keen and popular officer
aged just eighteen, he went over to France to join the 2nd Battalion of the Irish
Guards. A few weeks later he was reported "wounded and missing"—obliterated
in the bloody fighting at Loos.—Ed.]

John Kipling came to Wellington College at the age of fourteen
in September 1911, and left in April 1914, four months before the
outbreak of war. In September 1915 he was killed in the fighting
known as the Battle of Loos, while still only eighteen years old, one
of the youngest officer casualties of that tragic time. Even so, he
had outlived his Wellington Housemaster, J. Y. Pearson, by a
few months.
Since John Kipling's letters have been destroyed, we are dependent on school and house records for information about his time at
Wellington; and, though these do not enable us to see him in the
round, they tell us something about him—and indirectly add a little
to our knowledge of his father.
John's academic record was not impressive; boys who joined the
school at the age of fourteen instead of thirteen or twelve tended
to be late starters, and he was one of them. He was placed in the
bottom form but one, the Middle Fourth, and made slow progress
upwards, to Upper Fourth A, Lower Third, Middle Third, Upper
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Third, Lower Second, and finally, for the Lent Term 1914, Middle
Second.
If his marks had been good enough to enable him to by-pass some
of these forms, it might have been worth his while to stay on at
Wellington for the Summer Term of 1914 and take the Army
Entrance Examination from school in the normal way. He had
joined the Corps in his second term. As it was, both Pearson and
Rudyard Kipling must have realised by the winter of 1913 that the
only way for him to pass into Sandhurst was via a crammer. No
stigma was attached to this. During the previous thirty years many
Wellingtonian officers had joined the Army from cramming
establishments.
At games and sports John Kipling appears to have done his best.
Though he never gained a place in a school team, he contributed in
the house events, and earned several mentions in the House Book.
Mr Pearson's House, like most of the Wellington units at that time,
averaged about thirty boys, so it was not too difficult to make your
mark athletically; and to judge by the tone of the House Book, the
atmosphere was friendly and encouraging. John's speciality was
cross-country running. There was a House running cup called the
Young Cup; in his first term John scored points for this and was
equal third with two other boys—a good effort for a newcomer.
The following autumn (1912) he won the Young Cup by gaining
the highest total of marks on the two runs involved, though he did
not come first in either.
In 1913 the writer of the House Book noted sadly that the best
runner in the House had been "stopped running on account of his
heart", and added that "J. Kipling who was a promising runner
last year was also incapacitated". The Sanatorium Daily Reports
show that John was taken into the Sanatorium on 3 October with
"Sw: glands" (adenitis?), and discharged on 8 October, then again
admitted for the same trouble from 22 to 25 October. There were
two other cases of swollen glands at the same time and no doubt
Dr Armstrong thought it advisable to keep all three boys off strenuous exercise.
Anyhow the loneliness of the long distance runner was not what
the doctor ordered for J. Kipling in the autumn term of 1913; and
he made up for it in the following term, his last, by having a good
go at rugger. Wellington had always been a rugby-playing school,
and there was a strong tradition in the game's favour. John Kipling
seems to have gained confidence quickly; though inevitably, owing
to his running and the trouble over the swollen glands, he lacked
experience and the skill it brings. He was a wing three-quarter, and
was described as "Fast and active should be good when he knows
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more of the game". In one house match he scored twice, and that
earned him his place in the House team.
It would be nice to know something of John's relations with
Mr Pearson. His letters to his parents would almost certainly have
given us a clue. That Pearson was liked and respected by his boys
there can be little doubt, as the words of his last Head of House,
K. W. Seton-Karr, bear witness—
"On the first Saturday of the term—Jan 23rd [1915]—the
house and school received a terrible blow. Mr Pearson, who
had spent the best years of his life as a master at Wellington,
and who built up the "house" from practically nothing, suddenly died."
Boys don't write like that unless they feel deeply. It was perfectly
true that Pearson had spent the best years of his life at Wellington.
He came in 1885, a Scholar of Winchester and New College and an
accomplished linguist. He was interested in all sides of school life,
and set high standards in everything in which he became involved.
He taught mainly French and German but also had a genuine love
of the classics, especially of Horace, and of English literature. He
was a man whom Rudyard Kipling could get on with and was
likely to appreciate.
The only record that survives of his association with Rudyard
Kipling is an account in the school magazine, the Wellingtonian,
of a meeting of the Literary Society on 25 May 1912, at which
Kipling was the guest speaker, while Pearson presided. The meeting took place at the Pearsons' house; about fifty boys attended;
and the Pearsons provided refreshments for all. Kipling read the
essay which he published sixteen years later in A Book of Words
as "The Uses of Reading".
At the time he called it "The Possible Advantages of Reading",
a title with an ironical twist to it which might appeal more to boys.
They were not all Mr Pearson's boys as the sub-title in the published
version [ To the late Mr Pearson's House at Wellington College]
makes it appear; either with the passage of time Kipling forgot the
exact circumstances or he purposely wanted to bring in Pearson as
a compliment to his memory; perhaps it was a bit of both.
The Literary Society was drawn from the whole school, and on
this occasion its limited numbers were swollen with friends and
guests. The excellent and interesting essay impressed the audience;
even more so did Kipling himself. On this point the anonymous
writer in the Wellingtonian, most likely to have been the boy Secretary of the Literary Society, is worth quoting in full—
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"There is undoubtedly something about a man, who has made
his name famous in any walk of life, which instantly changes
the general atmosphere of the room he enters. In Mr Kipling's
case this was true in a peculiar degree. Admiration was there,
but there was also something else, something indefinable
about Mr Kipling: he was and he was not what we had surmised! The aspect, as Mr Pearson put it, was familiar to us
all, but there was a subtle influence, a variety of character
about him which was perceptible almost as soon as he began
to speak and lent weight to his lightest word, awakening our
sympathies and our interest, before he had given us the title of
his paper. The Society was deeply impressed by him and
carried away from that meeting feelings of delight and
fascination, which it is impossible to describe."
When winding up the meeting, Pearson
"capped Mr Kipling's remarks on the classics by an allusion to
'Beery Horace'—a criticism which one of the former headmasters is responsible for—and, after a speech, which kept us
continually laughing, invited us to 'partake of the sustenance'
piled before us in great profusion."
It was obviously a very successful evening. Let us then leave
these two men, when the boys, including John Kipling, have wolfed
all the 'sustenance' and said good-night, and while Mrs Pearson
and her maids are clearing away the empty plates. Let us leave the
famous author and the cheerful scholarly schoolmaster, seated
comfortably in armchairs, discussing 'Beery Horace' over a wellearned glass of whisky. It will make a happy ending to a rather
sad story.

SOURCES: THE WELLINGTON COLLEGE ARCHIVES
John Kipling's athletic record is given in the House Book of Mr Pearson's House
among the entries for 1911-14.
I have taken his academic record from the House Lists in the Book.
The bound volume of Sanatorium Daily Reports, 6 October 1913 to 27 July 1914,
in the Sanatorium, gives his swollen glands.
The July 1912 number of the Wellingtonian contains the account of the Literary
Society meeting.
I have used the obituary article in the 1915 Wellington Year Book, and the sermon
preached by the Master, W. W. Vaughan, in memory of J. Y. Pearson on 31 January
1915, for details of Pearson's career and character.

2ND LIEUTENANT JOHN KIPLING
At seventeen he joined the Irish Guards. At eighteen he was dead, at Loos. His
body was never found. In a superb but tacit sense, his memorial is to be looked for
in his father's devoted work for the Imperial War Graves Commission, and
monumental History of the Irish Guards in the Great War.
[Mr M. J. Moynihan, CM.G., M.C, has drawn my attention to an article by
Lt.-Colonel A. D. FitzGerald, entitled "Rudyard Kipling and the Indian Army
Memorial at Neuve Chapelle", in the May 1982 issue of "The Piffer", the journal
of the Punjab Frontier Force Association. It refers to the Memorial's unveiling
ceremony, at which Kipling delivered an address, subsequently collected in A Book
of Words as "Our Indian Troops in France: La Bassée, October 1927 (Maréchal
Foch presiding)"—for an illustration see p 25 of the Kipling Journal, March 1980.
(As to the discrepant place-names, Neuve Chapelle is about 4 miles north-west of
La Bassée, and the Memorial is nearer to Neuve Chapelle.)
The Editor of "The Piffer" has kindly authorised me to quote from the article,
which after a description of the Memorial and a condensed excerpt from Kipling's
address, ends:Kipling's only son was killed nearby at Loos, serving with the Irish Guards,
and his father was granted permission for his name to be included among those
of the Indian Army on our Memorial. He also paid a British gardener working
for the War Graves Commission to sound the Last Post every night in remembrance. This he did without fail until the Germans overran France in 1940 and
smashed his bugle underfoot.
John Kipling's name is definitely inscribed on the Irish Guards panel in the Loos
Memorial to the Missing—Loos being a few miles to the south of Neuve Chapelle
and La Bassée. Its special inclusion in the Indian Army's memorial, if true, seems
surprising. As to the Last Post, it is correct that Rudyard Kipling arranged for it to
be sounded in perpetuity. However, I assumed that this was at Loos, and was
unaware of the alleged incident of 1940. It would be useful to clear this up. Can
any reader who is familiar with the battlefields and memorials, or who can readily
consult the Commonwealth War Graves Commission, comment on these points?—Ed.]
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SOMETHING OF HIMSELF
by C. L. NICHOLSON

[see Note on page 8]

[This is the seventh in our series of notes of reminiscence by Miss Cecily Nicholson,
formerly Kipling's Private Secretary. In the last one, Miss Nicholson described
what she observed of the events that immediately followed Kipling's death in January
1936: in this, she gives an account of life with the widowed Mrs Kipling, by now a sad
though still determined figure, in very poor health.—Ed.]

From the time she returned to Bateman's, Mrs Kipling had a
resident nurse, for she suffered from diabetes. She did collapse for
a short time after R.K.'s funeral, and her doctors insisted on her
making her usual visit to the South of France in February and
March 1936.
I went with her to Cannes for the first ten days. She realised that
I had never been to the Riviera before, so she kindly sent me over
to spend the night with the Bambridges who were at Monte Carlo.
They joined Mrs Kipling at Cannes after I left.
When Mrs Kipling did return to Bateman's, life was inevitably
very different. There was still a great deal of correspondence, not
only concerned with the settling of R.K.'s estate and many requests
for copyright material, but also later on relating to the National
Trust, to which she bequeathed Bateman's.
She made a point of destroying all manuscripts left by R.K. : she
did not want anything printed that he had not finally prepared for
publication. I was sorry, for she destroyed a story he had recently
written in which I featured; I should have liked to be immortalised !
Mrs Kipling still paid regular visits to London, but never again
to Brown's Hotel. She also visited the Bambridges at Wimpole
Hall, and other relatives and friends. She continued to entertain
quietly at Bateman's; and she went to the South of France each
winter.
Mrs Kipling was very unwell for a good deal of the time, and
had several heart attacks. On these occasions I found it hard to
introduce a subject that she could not connect with anything that
was going on around her. When I told her that the Crystal Palace
had been burnt down [30 November 1936] she said that the radiators were too hot ! My most valuable topic of conversation was
King Edward VIII and Mrs Simpson: she could not connect that
with anything going on at Bateman's !
When it became evident that war was imminent, plans were made
in Burwash, as in many other villages, for the reception of children
from London. By that time Mrs Kipling had become very frail, and
her local doctor gave her a certificate that should have exempted
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her from taking any children. But the tribunal to which she was
summoned ignored this certificate and allocated six children and
a helper to Bateman's. The maids had been moved from their
quarters in the Oast House into the main building, leaving the Oast
House for the children. She had asked for six small girls and a
helper, but she was sent six boys aged about 10 to 12, and a master
who took no responsibility for the boys outside school hours. All
this worried and distressed Mrs Kipling a great deal and I am sure
that it hastened her last illness. Fortunately the children were removed after a few months, when Sussex was thought to be too
vulnerable; but by this time the damage to Mrs Kipling's health
had been done.
On the day war was declared [3 September 1939] I came down
from the village to find Mrs Kipling sitting in the hall at Bateman's
with a copy of "For All We Have and Are" [published 2 September
1914] in front of her, saying "The Hun is at the gate!"
Mrs Kipling was able to get about quietly at Bateman's until a
short time before her death, which came a few days after Christmas
1939. At the wish of Captain and Mrs Bambridge the funeral
service at Brighton crematorium was not announced beforehand,
and only the Bambridges and I attended.

"THE HUN IS AT THE GATE!"
["For All We Have and Are" (printed on the next page) was written in the last days
of August 1914. It appeared in The Times of 2 September amid tidings of disaster.
Though information about the shattering Russian defeat at Tannenberg (26-28
August) was still incomplete, and the extent of the catastrophe to French arms in
Lorraine (300,000 casualties between 14 and 25 August) was stringently concealed,
the published news was bad enough. German armies were rolling forward relentlessly amid sickening stories of atrocities and ruthlessness. They had overrun Liège,
Brussels, Lille and Amiens in the last three weeks of August. As they closed on Paris
the French Government was packing for Bordeaux.
By 30 August the small British Expeditionary Force, man for man the world's
best troops, had for a long hot week been reeling back from Mons. The Times carried
headlines that no one could have imagined a month before:- GERMAN 'TIDAL
WAVE'; BROKEN BRITISH REGIMENTS; BATTLING AGAINST ODDS;
MORE MEN NEEDED.
In the wake of such events, and with the 'Miracle of the Marne' still a week ahead,
the resounding appeal of this poem, its soberly moral base, and the stark austerity
of its style, gave it an impact and immediacy which many who read it on that September morning (Charles Carrington for one) would never forget.—Ed.]

"FOR ALL WE HAVE AND ARE"
For all we have and are,
For all our children's fate,
Stand up and take the war.
The Hun is at the gate !
Our world has passed away,
In wantonness o'erthrown.
There is nothing left today
But steel and fire and stone !
Though all we knew depart,
The old Commandments stand:"In courage keep your heart,
In strength lift up your hand."
Once more we hear the word
That sickened earth of old:"No law except the sword
Unsheathed and uncontrolled."
Once more it knits mankind,
Once more the nations go
To meet and break and bind
A crazed and driven foe.
Comfort, content, delight,
The ages' slow-bought gain,
They shrivelled in a night.
Only ourselves remain
To face the naked days
In silent fortitude,
Through perils and dismays
Renewed and re-renewed.
Though all we made depart,
The old Commandments stand:"In patience keep your heart,
In strength lift up your hand."
No easy hope or lies
Shall bring us to our goal,
But iron sacrifice
Of body, will, and soul.
There is but one task for all—
One life for each to give.
What stands if Freedom fall?
Who dies if England live?

WITHIN THE GATE
German invaders in the Grande Place, Brussels, August 1914. [Newspaper photograph]
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BOOK REVIEW
AMERICAN NOTES: RUDYARD KIPLING'S W E S T by Rudyard Kipling,

edited and with an Introduction by A. M. Gibson (University of
Oklahoma Press, 1981; xviii + 173 pp; 2 illus. + map; $10).
It is good to see Kipling's less-familiar work being studied and
reprinted, but it is appalling to see such ignorance and confusion
in the editorial work as is exhibited in a recent American reprint.
This is something called American Notes, edited by Arrell Morgan
Gibson1 and published in 1981 by the University of Oklahoma Press
as volume 54 in its well known "Western Frontier Library".
One approaches the book with some doubt at the outset, since
Kipling never published anything under the title of American Notes,
though the American pirates did.2 After this unpromising start,
things quickly get worse, beginning with the frontispiece: the photograph of Kipling reproduced was taken in Simla about 1885, when
the subject was about twenty, but the caption identifies it as
"Rudyard Kipling after he won the Nobel Prize for Literature in
1907". Since the picture has been reproduced in Angus Wilson's
Strange Ride of Rudyard Kipling, properly captioned as "Rudyard
Kipling in Simla", there seems little excuse for the blunder.3 The
caption of the drawing of Kipling reproduced opposite p. vii calls
it a "caricature". It is not.4 These are the only two illustrations in
the book.
On p. viii the editor explains that Kipling, on returning from
England to India, worked as a journalist for the Pioneer, no mention
is made of the Civil and Military Gazette, though of course Kipling
worked for the CMG for the first five years of his career. His stint
on the Pioneer occupied little more than his last year in India. "Very
shortly he became known locally as an aggressive journalist and the
popular author of short stories", we are told; in fact, Kipling was
not allowed to do any regular original writing for several years, and
nothing under his own name till relatively late in his Indian career.
The statement (p. viii) that Kipling was sent away on his travels by
an editor embarrassed by his satirical treatment of high officials is
quite untrue. Kipling left on his own initiative, against the wishes of
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his employers, to carry out his plan to make his name in literary
London, a plan in preparation for many months.
The editor is naturally interested in Kipling's ideas about
America, but he evidently knows nothing of Mrs Hill, the American
woman with whom Kipling had been on adoring terms since late
in 1887. The whole trip had been planned with her, and the better
part of it, from Calcutta to San Francisco, was made in her company
and that of her English husband.
The point about Kipling's rage against American pirates is true
enough, but the account of American piratical publishing (p. ix)
seems to have no idea of the real scale and character of the business:
it was hardly confined to the production of books to be read on
trains and then discarded.
As for the stories of Kipling's behaviour in San Francisco—
stories about his literary vanity, and how it was rebuffed by editors
and others—they are all from a period long after Kipling's astonishing fame had made him a subject for invented recollections.
There is no concrete evidence for the tales that the editor uncritically
accepts, but there is a good deal of concrete evidence against them.
Since nothing of Kipling's had been published in the United States
when he arrived there (except the mysterious, undiscovered piracy
by the "Seaside Publishing Company") how could he possibly have
been piqued at not having his literary genius recognised? Kipling
was not a vain man, but even if he had been he was never a fool. As
for contemporary testimony, there is plenty of that in the San
Francisco papers for the weeks that Kipling was there in 1889, if
the editor had cared to look for it.
At the eastern end of his American travels, Kipling is said to have
"lingered at Beaver, Pennsylvania, to woo and lose an American
maid". The "maid" must be Mrs Hill's sister, Caroline Taylor, to
whom Kipling was after a fashion engaged, but whom he did not
"lose" in Beaver: she accompanied him to England, together with
her sister, and the "engagement", when it did end, did so apparently
through the consent of both sides. A glance at Carrington's account
in Rudyard Kipling: His Life and Work would have made all this
clear, but the editor seems not to have heard of Carrington.
What are we to make of the statement a few sentences later on the
same page (p. xi) that Kipling, on republishing his letters from
America, retained "the title American Notes, and published them
with his collected works, From Sea to Sea"? As has already been
pointed out, he never used the title American Notes; and in what
sense is From Sea to Sea his "collected works"?
This might seem a mere quibble, but the detail is representative
of the imprecision, incompleteness and positive error that fill the
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very short measure of the editor's contribution. Another instance:apropos of the point (incorrect) that Kipling in 1889 was narrowly
Tory, the editor twice repeats the assertion that "the two American
men he liked and respected were Bret Harte and Mark Twain".
Since Kipling had met neither of them, this must mean that he liked
their works, rather than the men who wrote them. But to imply that
this was the limit of his tolerance for American writing is absurd.
Since his schooldays Kipling had been steeped in American literature—Poe, Hawthorne, Emerson, Whitman, Longfellow, Joel
Chandler Harris, Will Carleton, James Whitcomb Riley—he knew
them all, and intimately.
The very first Letter reprinted in this edition is headed by some
lines from Charles Godfrey Leland's Breitmann Ballads, but they
are not identified by the editor, and one supposes that he missed
the point. When he does mention Breitmann in a note on p. 47, the
name is mis-spelled. Again, a quick consultation of the index to
Carrington might have set all straight; but then, it is first necessary
to know that such aids to scholarship exist.
After the Introduction—and I hardly know another twelve pages
of print so rich in error—one confronts the editor's Footnotes.
What can one say? They are written on no principle at all, as far as
I can see. On the opening pages of Kipling's text there is an efflorescence of unchecked annotation—everything about American
copyright going back to 1790, and detailed specifications for the
City of Peking ("423 feet long, 48 feet wide, and 38 feet deep") on
which Kipling sailed from Yokohama to San Francisco. But the
notes soon grow sparser and then simply peter out, irresistibly
suggesting the idea that the editor, after the first flush of enthusiasm, began to flag, and, after no long time, just quit.
But in fact the performance is worse than this description
suggests, for at every point the procedure is entirely arbitrary:
things that cry out for explanation are silently skipped over; things
that cry out to be left alone are solemnly worried and examined.
So, readers of this edition will be told in a note of 130 words that
Vicksburg and Shiloh were Civil War sites—information that
one would have supposed to be reasonably public—but will seek
in vain for the identity of "the Professor", "the insurance agent",
"California" and "the real-estate man", to name no more—who
are persons of some dramatic importance in the narrative, and
who have been identified by other scholars, but who attract no
editorial notice whatever in this edition.
The editor entirely fails to make clear that these so-called
American Notes are only a sub-section of a longer series of newspaper letters, covering Kipling's entire trip, from Calcutta to
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London and after. The innocent purchaser will read only that
Kipling was sent away from India in order to "write feature articles
on American society". In fact, the American letters are less than
half of the whole.
But let us disregard that failure of explanation, and concentrate
on a final point: the choice of text and the handling thereof. The
editor tells us that his edition is based on the text published by
"Books, Inc., Art-Type edition, New York, 1910". Holy Bibliography, why? This "Art-Type edition" (unknown, evidently, to
Livingston or to Stewart-Yeats) can only have been a reprint of
earlier, authorised texts, readily available and far more reliable.
And does it make a difference? Well, yes, it does. The paragraphing of some sections, for example, is quite different from
that in the first English edition of From Sea to Sea, and from that
of the "Outward Bound" edition, to name the two that I have
compared with this reprint, two that certainly came direct from
Kipling's hand. More substantially, the editor, without notice or
explanation, has omitted the prose headings that Kipling supplied
to each Letter. Why, one wonders? Are they in the "Art-Type
edition"? Maybe not. Yet Kipling was obviously at some pains to
make them enticing invitations to what follows them, and it is a
loss to omit them. Further, though the reprint manages to get in
most of the verse headings to the chapters [or Letters], it omits
that for Kipling's chapter 36 (reprint, chapter 15, p. 150); it also
omits Kipling's note to p. 171 of the first edition (reprint, p. 152).
Why? Again, one can only wonder.
Most disturbing of all, given this splendid chance to reprint and
to edit Kipling on the United States, why did not the editor return
to the original Letters? Ever since Kipling reprinted them in 1899
[as From Sea to Sea] it has been known, and the information repeatedly published, that the 1899 text was a severe editing of the Letters
as first printed in the Pioneer. Kipling omitted much, and softened
more, so that a reader seeking for Kipling's first impressions of his
American experience needs to go back ten years earlier. Indeed,
why did not the editor go to the manuscript itself, which reposes
in the Huntington Library, carefully preserved and fully available
to scholarly inquiry?
This shabby performance is worth so much attention only
because, in my judgment, Kipling deserves better, and yet does not
seem to be getting his deserts. The Oklahoma edition was recently
noticed in the New Yorker, in tandem with another reprint, that of
Frederic Van de Water's Rudyard Kipling's Vermont Feud
(originally published in 1937)5, and this doubly calls attention to
the fact that the reprinting of Kipling and Kiplingiana is not being
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done judiciously. The Oklahoma American Notes, as I have shown,
is a bad piece of work. The Van de Water booklet is a catch-penny
piece, greatly inferior to Howard Rice's informed and expert
Rudyard Kipling in New England. Rice's book is almost exactly
contemporary with Van de Water's work, goes over the same
ground, and is far better worth reprinting. Yet what do we have?
The botched edition of American Notes and the feeble Van de
Water essay. No wonder that the New Yorker treated both dismissively—only the dismissal is understood to be of Kipling, and not of
the people who so badly serve him.
One thinks, too, of the recent performance in New York of The
Story of the Gadsbys as a "long-lost play" of Kipling's6. One is
pleased, no doubt, to have the thing done, but must deplore the
absurdity of hailing it as a long-lost play. About what other writer
of comparable popularity and stature would such unchecked
blundering be possible?
A little intemperateness, then, such as I have indulged in this
review, may be seasonable at this stage in the revival of Kipling
among the scholars and merchants of literature. Much arduous
and exact labour has already been devoted to the biography and
bibliography of Kipling. Its results deserve to be attended to, and
we members of the Kipling Society can at least protest when
writers, editors and publishers ask us for their patronage before
they have done their homework.
THOMAS PINNEY 7

EDITOR'S NOTES
1.

Professor Gibson is a historian at the University of Oklahoma, and author of
articles and books on American frontier history.

2.

See a separate article on American Notes in this issue.

3.

See p 6 for a reproduction of this photograph.

4.

See p 25 for a reproduction of the drawing in question.

5.

Republished in 1981 in paperback at $5.95 by Academy Books, Rutland,
Vermont.

6.

See reports in Kipling Journal, Nos 216, 217, 218 and 220.

7.

Professor Pinney, head of the English Department at Pomona College,
Claremont, California, is an authority on 19th century literature. He edited
the recently completed monumental six-volume collection of the letters of
Lord Macaulay, and is now working on a compilation of Kipling's letters.

WHOSE DRAWING?
The accompanying review of the recent "reprint" of American Notes refers briefly
to this rather incongruous drawing, reproduced in that book. Though hardly a
caricature, it presents a lamentably poor likeness, but its origin may be of some
interest—if it can be established.
It is attributed to a 1910 New York edition, unauthorised as they all were, of
American Notes. It is certainly found in a cheap 1950 reprint by Arcadia House,
New York. It is not signed, at least not clearly. In the 1950 edition something like
'S' can be seen. However in the reproduction in the book under review the letters
' W H C ' (which might relate to either Walter H. Cobb or W. H. Coffin) have been
added, perhaps stencilled on, in small white letters. Can any reader positively
identify the artist and date the drawing?
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NOTES ON AMERICAN NOTES
by PHILIP LYMAN

[American Notes—the pirated Kipling of 1891, not the equally outspoken account
by Dickens of his first visit to the U.S.A. in 1842—is hardly known in Britain. Only
the more serious collectors of Kipling are likely to have it. This is not the case in the
U.S.A., where at least two reprinted variants have appeared in recent years, and
where divergent early editions of the book, whether in a separate volume or collected
with other matter, are easily found in second-hand bookshops. I picked up some
half-dozen versions during my recent residence in America.
Though it is loosely true that since the greater includes the less anyone who possesses From Sea to Sea in a standard edition of that authorised collection has no
need of American Notes, this assumes a limited interest on the part of the reader.
From Sea to Sea was very heavily edited, so the first version of American Notes,
though drawn from the same original Letters sent back by Kipling to his Indian
newspaper, contains much material on Kipling's first impressions of the U.S.A.
which, since it later seemed to the author's maturer judgment imprudently or regrettably outspoken, was omitted in From Sea to Sea.
Unfortunately, the bibliographical record of Kipling's American Notes is vague
and untidy. Books with that title vary in length from 7 to 16 chapters, and there are
many other textual discrepancies. This being so, when the Oklahoma University
reprint first appeared (rightly reviewed by Professor Pinney in harsh terms in this
issue) I asked Philip Lyman, manager of the attractive Gotham Book Mart in West
47th Street, Manhattan, New York, if he would care to write for the Journal a résume,
in general and non-critical terms, of the whole confused background. He has kindly
done this, and it appears below.—Ed. ]

CHRONOLOGY OF THE TEXTS

A chronological outline of the evolution, or devolution, of the
texts follows: –
1. Origins of From Sea to Sea
Thirty-nine Letters published in the Pioneer, Allahabad,
between April 1889 and April 1890; and two more that were not
printed. The 'American Letters' are Nos XXIII to XXXIX [in the
newspaper series: not identical with the numbering in the eventual
book]. The authorised book From Sea to Sea contains little more
than two thirds of the material which was published in India.
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2.

Origins of American Notes
Selections from the 'American Letters' were serialised over 13
weeks in January to March 1891, in the Detroit Free Press (n.b.
published not in Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A., but at 310 Strand,
London). (Question: how did this name, strange for a London
paper, come about?)
The selections were drawn from [using the numbering in the
authorised From Sea to Sea] Nos XXIII, XXV, XXVII, XXXI,
XXXII and XXXV, some in part only; and one more entitled here
"Food and War", largely about the city of Buffalo. ( Question: were
these entitled From Sea to Sea? and were they authorised by
Kipling? the same paper published in its Christmas number 1890
"The Record of Badalia Herodsfoot".)
3.

Appearance in the U.S.A.

The same Letters were printed in January to February 1891 in
the New York Herald, the Philadelphia Press and the Chicago
Daily Tribune. ( Question : since it would appear from this that the
Letters were probably syndicated, were they to that extent authorised by Kipling?)
4.

The first book version of American Notes

This was a paperback published by M. J. Ivers, New York, on
14 February 1891 (but it was probably falsely dated in order to take
advantage of 2nd class mailing privileges). It combined American
Notes with R. L. Stevenson's The Bottle Imp. The Kipling text
is said to be a faithful copy of the Herald Letters; see Israel Kaplan
in "Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America", XLV, 1st
quarter, pp. 69-73. Presumably text and title were not authorised
by Kipling for book publication.
In the next eight years this text was reprinted a number of times
under various imprints, [cf. an edition published in 1899 by Brown
& Co. of Boston, based on this version. It was reprinted in 1974 by
the Arno Press, New York, as a volume in their 'Foreign Travellers
in America' series. It has seven chapters, the first six corresponding
with the numbers XXIII etc in section 2 above, the seventh being
entitled not "Food and War" but "America's Defenseless Coasts".]
5.

First authorised U.S. editions of From Sea to Sea

In July 1899 Doubleday, New York (also Scribner, New York,
in their "Outward Bound" edition, vols. XV and XVI) published
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From Sea to Sea: Letters of Travel in 2 volumes. As well as From
Sea to Sea proper, it included purely Indian material, namely
Letters of Marque, City of Dreadful Night, Among the Railway
Folk, The Giridih Coal-fields, In an Opium Factory and The Smith
Administration.
The Preface by Kipling reads:In these two volumes I have put together the bulk of the special
correspondence and occasional articles written by me for the
"Civil and Military Gazette" and the "Pioneer" between 18871889. I have been forced to this action by the enterprise of
various publishers who, not content with disinterring old
newspaper work from the decent seclusion of the office files,
have in several instances seen fit to embellish it with additions
and interpolations.
6.

First authorised English edition of From Sea to Sea

In February 1900 Macmillan published From Sea to Sea and
Other Sketches: Letters of Travel in 2 volumes, similar to the
Doubleday edition above.
7.

Incompleteness of the 'American Letters'

Of the 'American Letters', three were omitted in these authorised publications, and all were revised, some minutely. "Portions,
sometimes of considerable length, were omitted from every letter..."
Indeed, quoting again Mrs Livingston's Bibliography :Four copies were made from the untrimmed sheets of the
American edition, interleaved, containing the omitted passages
in typewritten manuscript, the minor changes of a word here
and there inserted in red ink. The omitted portions are perhaps
a third of the material as originally printed. Letter-press copies
of all the letters to The Pioneer, some of which were not printed,
with many photographs to illustrate them, have been preserved.
These interleaved copies were probably made by Luther Livingston,
husband of the future bibliographer, though he does not say so in
his account of the textual comparisons in the Bookman (New York),
IX, pp. 429-32, July 1899.
(Question: Where are these interleaved copies now? Why
could not the original text now be published in toto ?)
Some of these omitted passages, most of which are derogatory
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to Americans, can be seen in the pre-1899 unauthorised editions
of American Notes, which also include one whole letter on Buffalo.
(Another omitted letter, on a visit to Chatauqua, can be found in
Abaft the Funnel, 1909.)
8.

The second book version of American Notes

In October 1899 the Frank F. Lovell Co., New York, in volume
3 of their "Lotus" edition, produced a revised text of the 'American
Letters' grounded on the authorised From Sea to Sea—but omitting
Letter XXXVII, "An Interview with Mark Twain" [which was of
different provenance from the original Letters, being in the New
York Herald and the Civil and Military Gazette in 1890].
In 1890 Kipling had authorised the John W. Lovell Co. to
"state that all the editions [of his works to date] published by them
had been overlooked by him", (Livingston, p. 61), but it is improbable that that authorisation could extend to these volumes
(published by a successor to the original Lovell Co.), and
particularly to the use of the title American Notes.
9.

A 1910 edition

In 1910 there appeared an "Art-Type" edition of American
Notes published by Books, Inc., New York. It was a presumably
unauthorised reprint of the presumably unauthorised Lovell/ Lotus
edition (above), itself derived from the Doubleday authorised
edition of From Sea to Sea. It was probably the basis for the
Arcadia House, New York, 1950 edition. It was certainly the text
used for the new Oklahoma University reprint.
10. University of Oklahoma reprint, 1981 [reviewed in this issue]
This contains 15 numbered chapters corresponding with XXII
to XXXVI in From Sea to Sea, plus "An Interview with Mark
Twain" which was XXXVII.

THE FAMOUS YOKOHAMA CURSE

It is tantalising to imagine a complete reprint of the Letters as
Kipling sent them to Allahabad. Lacking that, it is interesting to
see some passages not included in the authorised text. For instance
the famous "Curse" appears in part in the Introduction to the new
Oklahoma edition. It originally appeared in the Pioneer as Letter
XX in November 1889 [by which time Kipling had left the U.S.A.
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and gone to England]. It was first reprinted by Luther Livingston
in the Bookman in 1899, and later in Lois Rather's West is West:
Rudyard Kipling in San Francisco (Rather Press, Oakland, 1976).
[It does not appear in From Sea to Sea: Kipling deleted it from
Letter XIX in that book. He had written it in Yokohama in May
1889, before sailing for America. He had been greatly angered to
find in a Yokohama bookshop an unauthorised edition of one of
his own books for sale, published by the "Seaside Library" ( Munro,
New York). This may have been a pirated reprint of Wee Willie
Winkie.]
The text of the suppressed Curse is as follows:Then I cursed the Seaside Library and the United States that
bred it very copiously, in these terms and others unreported:
Because you steal the property of a man's head, which is
more his peculiar property than his pipe, his horse or his wife,
and because you glory in your theft and have the indecency
to praise or criticise the author from whom you steal, and
because your ignorance, which is as dense as a pickpocket's
ignorance of anything outside his calling, leads you to trifle
with his spelling, and because you print the stolen property
aforesaid very vilely and uncleanly, you shall be cursed with
this curse from Alaska to Florida and back again.
Your women shall scream like peacocks when they talk, and
your men neigh like horses when they laugh. You shall call
"round" "raound", and "very" "varry", and "news" "noos" till
the end of time.
You shall be governed by the Irishman and the German, the
vendor of drinks and the keeper of vile dens, that your streets
may be filthy in your midst and your sewage arrangements
filthier.
You shall be given over to the cult of tin-pot secret societies
and the organising of "tuppenny-hapenny" processions, the
spouting of nonsense and the perpetration thereof.
You shall be governed by laws that you cannot enforce and
sentiments that you cannot control that the murderer may
walk among you a vision of delight to young women and the
darling of old maids while you are engaged in shooting the
wrong man.
You shall prostitute and pervert the English language, till
an Englishman has neither power nor desire to understand
you any more.
You shall be cursed State by State, Territory by Territory,
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with a provincialism beyond provincialism of an English
country town—you and your governors and what you are
pleased to call your literature, your newspapers and your politics.
You shall buy your art from France and considerably spoil
it in the buying because you are dishonest.
Your heart shall be so blinded that you shall consider each
one of the curses foregoing a blessing to you as it comes about,
and finally I myself will curse you more elaborately later on.

OTHER OMISSIONS IN THE 1899 EDITIONS

The following passages from the first chapter of the 1891 American
Notes show in italics matter which in Letter XXIII of the 1899
authorised edition of From Sea to Sea [and in the 1899 and subsequent texts of American Notes derived from that book] was
omitted:a)

... the block-house which guarded the mouth of the "finest
harbor in the world, sir", could be silenced by two gunboats
from Hong Kong with safety, comfort, and despatch. Also,
there was not a single American vessel of war in the harbor.
This may sound bloodthirsty; but remember, I had come with
a grievance upon me—the grievance of the pirated English
books.

b)

...It grieves me now that I cursed them (in the matter of book
piracy), because I perceived that my curse is working and that
their speech is becoming a horror already. They delude themselves into the belief that they talk English ...

c)

... Oliver Wendell Holmes says that the Yankee school-marm,
the cider and the salt codfish of the Eastern States, are responsible for what he calls a nasal accent. I know better. They stole
books from across the water without paying for 'em, and the
snort of delight was fixed in their nostrils by a just Providence.
That is why they talk a foreign tongue today. "Cats is dogs,
and rabbits is dogs, and so's parrots. But this 'ere tortoise is an
insect, so there ain't no charge", as the old porter said.

d)

... My blue-eyed friend erected himself into an obelisk of
profanity. He cursed me by his gods ...

There are many more passages, too long to quote here.
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ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS IN THE OKLAHOMA EDITION

§ Some substantive errors in this Oklahoma edition have been noted:[p. 22 (Oklahoma), from Letter XXIII (From Sea to Sea)] ... my
friend of the light blue eye had looked up the name of his victim in
the hotel register and read "India" for Indiana. (The context clearly
shows this to be an error, although the same reading is found in
1899, and also in the "Outward Bound" edition. The 1891 edition
has, correctly, "read 'Indiana' for India". The "Burwash" edition
(1941) has "read 'India' as 'Indiana'".)
[p. 40; Letter XXV] ..."down the ringing groves of change". (This
quotation from Tennyson's "Locksley Hall" should read "grooves".
This error also occurred in 1899 and in "Outward Bound", but is
corrected in the " Burwash" edition.)
[p. 110; Letter XXXI] ... amid a circle of Holman hills. (Should
be "Holman Hunt hills".)
[p. 143; Letter XXXV] ... I am sternly forbidden to believe that
the paper educates the public? (Omit question mark. Add omitted
sentence:- "Then I am compelled to believe that the public educate
the paper?")
[p. 172] In the Index, "Montgomery, Mont.: 77". (But Montgomery, unlikely as it seems, is in India, in the western deserts now
part of Pakistan, as referred to on pp. 77 and 144.)
§ And one intentional error is preserved:[p. 16; Letter XXIII] "Gutter". (This street name was probably a
typographical error, which Kipling liked, for "Sutter" street. It
occurs in the 1891 text, along with "Markey" for Market in the line
above; "Markey" was corrected in 1899 and later editions, but
"Gutter" was left in the text, even unto the "Burwash" edition.)
§ Otherwise, 19 trivial errors, misprints, etc., have been noted, and
3 corrections of errors that were in the received text:[p. 67; Letter XXVII] "Montana". Both 1899 editions read
"Montanna".
[pp. 81-82; Letter XXIX] "Livingston". 1899 editions read "Livingstone".
[p. 119; Letter XXXII] "Moroni". 1899 editions read "Mononi".
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE MARTINI-HENRY
From Mr M. C. Jones, 67 Warden Avenue, Harrow, Middlesex

Dear Sir,
The memory of many hours engrossed in my grandfather's tales
of old times and older weapons compels me to offer corrections to
Mr Rufus Peckham's letter [March 1982, p 42, "One Dry Martini
or Another"]. Grandfather (1859-1941) had long experience of the
Martini-Henry, beginning in the Regular Army and continuing,
after a Watson-like forced retirement, in the Volunteers, who used
the obsolete weapon for many years.
First, muzzle energy was measured in foot/pounds, not pounds
per square inch (a measure of pressure not meaningful in this
connection). 1939 ft/lb will lift nearly a ton one foot. While a
small fast bullet can easily have equal or greater energy, the big
M-H slug, mushrooming and creating huge exit wounds, converted far more of its potential energy into knocking down and
disabling than the small modern bullet which, theoretically at
least, produces neat linear penetration, and exits with little loss
of energy.1
Hence the M-H's effectiveness against charging spearmen.
During the later Egyptian campaigns of the 1890s spearmen fatally
wounded by the .303 often survived long enough to kill the riflemen
who had shot them. A man hit by the M-H went down and stayed
down. It is very misleading to suggest that the .303 was "more
lethal" than the "lumbering ... bullet" of the M-H.
The M-H was superseded for logistic reasons, as it in its turn
had superseded even larger-bored predecessors. The .303 cartridge
was comparatively light to transport, used less material, and enabled a compact magazine action to be fitted, though at the time
supporters of the M-H claimed that one M-H bullet was more than
worth its weight in 'pea-shooter' ammunition. Smokeless powder
was not a factor, as the early .303 Lee-Metford used black powder.
The M-H had disadvantages, some more apparent now than
then:- a low rate of fire2, a high trajectory making range-estimation
critical (the steep descent of the bullet at long range reduced the
danger zone 3 ), and, according to Grandfather, an extractor that
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failed under dirty or sandy conditions and gave trouble in the 1880s
campaign against the Mahdi.
The accuracy of the M-H in the right hands is vouched for by
Grandfather's story of the regimental crack shots, a sergeant and
a private, who were rivals for a shooting prize. First was a silver
cup, held for one year; second, £5 cash. So far they had dead-heated
by collusion, and they now settled down for the tie-breaker. Both
wanted the £5 cash. The shoot-off was at 1000 yards, and firing
was simultaneous.
After the last shot the sergeant said, "That's done you ... I put all
my shots in the bank."4
The little Ortheris-like private grinned. "I thought you would ...
That's why I put all mine in your bull's-eye."5
Yours sincerely,
MICHAEL C. JONES

AUTHOR'S FOOTNOTES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

With some modern very high velocity bullets, hydrostatic damage can be
extensive.
At that time a high rate of fire was not always desired. "Fast fire is usually badly
aimed or unaimed", (Grandfather).
Making Ortheris's long, dropping shot ["On Greenhow Hill", Life's Handicap]
even more creditable.
The earth mound protecting the butts.
I don't think Grandfather spoke of bull's-eyes, but I can't remember the term
he used.

THE KIPLING GROOVE
From Mr J. Shearman, Garden Flat, 29 Buckland Crescent, London NW3 5DJ

Dear Sir,
In his letter in Journal No 221, Mr Moses Trodd tells us of the
'HVS' climb, the Kipling Groove on Gimmer Crag. I feel sure that
Mr Trodd must know the Honister quarrymen's track, Moses'
Sledgait, often called Moses' Trod, which the late H. H. Symonds
describes in his classic work Walking in the Lake District.
When we used to try to follow the Sledgait (eheu ab angulo !),
we sang "Could we but climb where Moses trod", thus shamefully
misquoting Isaac Watts, "There is a land of pure delight" (Hymns
Ancient & Modern) —
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Could we but climb where Moses stood,
And view the landscape o'er ...
I hope that Mr M. C. Trodd has more to tell us from "the bonded
ware'ouse of his knowledge".
Yours sincerely,
JOHN SHEARMAN
['Moses Trodd', a Yorkshire member who selected this whimsical pseudonym for the
letter which we published in the last issue, authorises me to acknowledge it, and to
compliment our Secretary on his knowledge of the Western Fells of Cumbria.
Thanks to the initiative of another member, Miss Gillian Gibbins of London,
our query about a mountain route named after Kipling was referred to John Cleare,
the well-known climber and mountain photographer (and author of the splendid
Collins Guide to Mountains and Mountaineering, 1979). He replied in very similar
terms to Mr Trodd's reply, confirming the punning nature of the naming of Kipling's
Groove, first climbed, he said, by Arthur Dolphin in 1948. —Ed.]

"WHO IS KIM — KIM — KIM?"
From Mr D. C. St. John Perry, Flat 1, 7 Elm Park Gardens, London SW10 9QG

Dear Sir,
Whilst in Lahore some thirty years ago, I made the acquaintance
of an old-established Anglo-Indian family in that city, and was
interested to learn from them that Rudyard Kipling based the
personality of the boy Kim on that of the son of the Gillette family,
with whom he was acquainted whilst serving on the Civil and
Military Gazette in Lahore.
Young Gillette finally became a member of the local police
and — so I was informed — was murdered in or near the town
of Abbotabad whilst investigating a case of murder.
The Society might be interested in these facts — which, may,
of course, already be common knowledge.
Yours sincerely,
D. C. ST. JOHN PERRY
[Comment may be forthcoming from other readers, who have made a study of the
ingenious and often well-informed speculation that there has long been about the
'identity' of Kim and other characters in the book. A hotelier in Agra in 1967 told
me that his father had been a friend of Lurgan Sahib's original, a man called Isaacs;
but I do not think this is an accepted identification. — Ed.]
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"MANDALAY"
From Mr L. J. Cardew Wood, Oatlands Park Hotel, Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 9HB

Dear Sir,
What an admirable September 1981 Journal! All the controversy
about "China 'crost the Bay" — "the old Moulmein Pagoda" –
"flyin'-fishes"—all tidied up [in the article "The Pagoda"] and so
perfectly presented.
Discussing the article with other members I remarked that I could
not abide the new jiggety-joggety setting of the famous song. The
original had a wonderful lilt, and the swing of the sea.
Why do idiots endeavour to alter perfection? And who wrote the
now regrettably adopted tune for "Abide with me"? Once sung with
deep feeling: now, another jiggety-jog. The curse of Allah upon
both these knaves !
All good wishes, and thank you for a Journal to which I always
look forward.
Yours sincerely,
L. J. CARDEW WOOD
P.S. About 1911, as a day boy at Dulwich College, I was waiting
on Dulwich station when a man sat down by me and at once started
asking questions about my life at school. In particular, he asked if
I had a nickname (I had), and why.
When he left to catch a train, someone came up and asked if I
knew that Kipling had been talking to me. Subsequently I recognised a photograph, and realised that to take the opportunity to
"pump" a schoolboy would be typical of this insatiable enquirer.

"THE GAME"
From Mr J. H. McGivering, 17 Addlestone Park, Addlestone, Weybridge, Surrey

Dear Sir,
What follows is a little thinking aloud reduced to paper, partly
for fun and partly because the passage I quote has a point which
had not struck me before I read it. It comes from Anthony Price's
Soldier No More, Gollancz, London, 1981, with a reference to
Gilbert De Aquila, the Norman knight in Puck of Pook's Hill.
" 'De Aquila?' ... Audley identified himself with the cunning
old blackguard. For either by accident or design Kipling had
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drawn a classic blueprint for the successful spymaster there,
using a judicious mixture of force, blackmail, threats and
torture to turn an enemy agent."
Soldier No More and Price's other works contain a multitude
of references—mainly to Kipling, although Shakespeare and
Dickens occasionally creep in. The books are very entertaining
espionage thrillers, but that does not answer the question implied
in the quotation above:- Where did Kipling get it from?
The mechanics of espionage are not usually revealed to outsiders.
If the Ethnological Survey really behaved in the manner indicated
in Kim (1901) he would no doubt have been caught by the Official
Secrets Act of 1889: as he was not, I suppose one can take it as
fiction.
He may have studied Sir Francis Walsingham's 16th century
methods, in what are probably the only secret service papers open
to the public; and it no doubt came to him in "Old Men at Pevensey" that the cunning and resourceful De Aquila would indeed use
every means that came to hand to serve his king, and incidentally
keep himself in moderate luxury !
One might assume that a British newspaperman in India would
feel morally bound to report any information of a 'sensitive' nature
to the proper quarter. Given that, one might see the young Kipling
as a secret agent in India. Who knows what other reports were
written that did not appear in From Sea to Seal In Letter No XXX
(1889, Yellowstone National Park) the account of American
cavalry troopers might well be an appreciation he absent-mindedly
put in the wrong envelope ! Likewise Letter No XXXII (American
Army), and certainly Letter No XX from Tokyo on the Japanese
Army—
... if you meet Japanese infantry, led by a Continental officer,
commence firing early and often and at the longest ranges
compatible with getting at them. They are bad little men who
know too much.
Kipling's genius for observation, his knowledge of human nature
and his happy facility for putting it on paper, might well have made
him a secret agent par excellence. He had an excellent cover:
people were used to him wandering about asking questions. So
Anthony Price might well have put his finger on it. What a pity
we shall never know !
Yours truly,
JOHN MCGIVERING
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LORD WEBB-JOHNSON
From Mr R. O'Hagan, 1 Abbot's Close, Battle, East Sussex TN33 OBZ

Dear Sir,
I was interested in your editorial note [Journal, March 1982,
p. 46] re Kipling's "second surgeon" at the Middlesex—the "first"
being Sir John Bland-Sutton of course—i.e. Lord Webb-Johnson.
At the time of Kipling's death he was Mr Webb-Johnson, only being
knighted later in 1936.
You mention that he became President of the Royal College of
Medicine, but he was better known as President of the Royal College
of Surgeons—from 1941-49. His obituary in The Times (29 May
1958) recorded this as "the end of the longest presidency in the annals
of the Royal College of Surgeons of England"; and also noted that
as President "he had the task ... of steering his college through the
difficult approach stages to the Health Act and the Health Service
when it came into force in 1948". This aspect of his work caused an
actor representing Webb-Johnson to be included in the cast of the
recent BBC television play on Aneuran Bevan.
Like Kipling he was a Freemason; and was a close friend to R.K.
as you mentioned in your note. He was also a member of the Council
of the Kipling Society in the 1940s. He was my godfather—his wife
and my mother shared a house during World War I near the Middlesex Hospital's extension at Clacton-on-Sea, where both ladies
worked voluntarily. It was "Uncle Alfred" who originally suggested
to me, shortly after World War II, that I should join the Society.
Yours etc.,
RICHARD O'HAGAN

HELL FOR LEATHER
From Miss J. L. McKenzie, 776 Kenton Lane, Harrow Weald, Middlesex

Sir,
I was interested to read your correspondent's letter in the Journal
[March 1982, p. 45] concerning preserving the red leather Macmillan/
Methuen set of Kipling.
My first memories of reading are bound up with this set, and I
think I knew most of the Jungle Book poems by heart before I went
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to boarding school at eleven. But this youthful affection had bad
results on the bindings, and I sympathise with your correspondent's
attempts to get repairs made.
In fact, the leather is so thin that there really is very little that
can be done. Possibly, in cases of tears, something can be done
with a water-soluble paste (not sellotape!), but on the whole I have
come to the conclusion that the only answer is an expensive rebind
—or to leave the set as it is, and handle with care !
Yours,
JEAN L. MCKENZIE
[Miss McKenzie writes with the authority of professional experience in the care of
rare books. The means of preserving old leather bindings is a matter of debate and
experiment which has long exercised librarians and bibliophiles. I understand from
Miss McKenzie that if the leather is solid enough there can be advantage in applying
the treatment known as Hide Food.—Ed.]

"THE SLUDGY, SQUDGY CREEK"
From Mr D. H. Simpson, The Librarian, The Royal Commonwealth Society, London

Dear Sir,
I was interested to read Mr L. A. Crozier's thorough examination
of the location of "Mandalay" [in his article "The Pagoda" in the
September 1981 Journal, pp. 18-30]. On page 23 he raised the
question of whether elephants were working in timber yards in
Rangoon in 1889 ["... there must have been at least one timber
yard, with presumably elephants working there, near the port
area—perhaps in the Pazundaung Creek not far from Botataung",
vide the map of Rangoon with that article].
In Among Pagodas and Fair Ladies (1896) Gwendolen Trench
Gascoigne records a visit to Burma the previous year, and on
pages 91-94 describes the elephants in the teak-yards of Rangoon—
These wonderful animals performing their daily task of
stacking timber is really a marvellous sight... We spent a most
delightful hour in Mr. MacGregor's timber yard at Rangoon,
watching these truly extraordinary creatures, whose instinct—
or may I call it mind?—is something astounding. They lift the
huge teak logs by the aid of their tusks and trunks, and pile
them up one upon another, with the most amazing precision,
in such a manner that the ends of each plank are quite on a
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line with one another. When a log is of too great a weight for
one elephant to manipulate, another comes and tenders his
aid, and together they hoist the huge beam into its place. They
drag up the very large planks from the river by the aid of a
chain, and this they undo in the cleverest manner imaginable.
The chain is fastened round the wood by means of a hook, and
this the elephants shake until it becomes detached. It occasionally happens that the hook gets jammed and is difficult to
undo. When this is the case I have been told that the elephant
has actually been known to carefully bend it out with the help
of his feet and trunk ... until it can be detached... the elephants
become so cute that they are able to distinguish the good logs
from the bad ones ! and there is a saying at Maulmein [sic] that
the elephants there shut one eye and look along the beams to
assure themselves that they are quite horizontal! They certainly
have a curiously precise manner of pushing the logs into their
exact angle, as if anything that was not quite parallel hurt their
sense of neatness. Each elephant has a man upon his head but
these men do practically nothing, for a really well trained
elephant knows his work perfectly ...

There are photographs of elephants at work. John MacGregor
was a partner in an old-established timber business.
In December 1907 Hugh A. Fisher visited Rangoon, and in a
letter [in the R.C.S. Library, together with photographs taken on
this occasion] wrote—
The largest of the timber companies employing elephants is
the Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation Limited. The logs,
floated down the river from the forest lands eight hundred or
a thousand miles upstream, are stranded at high raintides at
Poozoondoung [Pazundaung], a tract of lowland to which I
drove in the early morning. The work of the elephants is to
push, drag or pile the teak logs. The dew of the night was not
yet evaporated and made the logs very slippery walking ...
There were three elephants at work on the morning of my
visit—Hpo Chein, a fine tusker 50 years old who had been
20 years on this work and two females ... The male elephant
has, of course, tremendous strength in his tusks and uses them
for carrying, holding the log in place with his trunk as he
gravely walks up the pile of logs to place another on the top.
Female elephants can only pile by a combined lift and drag
and do not raise the log entirely from the ground.
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In G. W. Bird's Wanderings in Burma (1897) a map of Rangoon
shows "mills" (presumably sawmills) along much of the waterfront.
MacGregor's mill was to the left of the map on page 25 of the
Journal, just above the G of HLAING; the Bombay Burmah mills
are to be found next to the Botataung Pagoda, also round on the
shores of Pazundaung Creek.
Elephants were certainly being used for piling teak in Rangoon
in the 1930s. (Burmese Interlude, 1937, by C. V. Warren has photographs of them, and much information about Burmese elephants.)
But in the post-World War II years machines gradually replaced
elephants (A. C. Pointon, The Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation Limited, 1964, p. 116).
Yours sincerely,
DONALD

SIMPSON

MAD CAREW
From Mrs G. H. Newsom, The Old Vicarage, Bishop's Cannings, Devizes, Wiltshire

Dear Editor,
Kipling was parodied very successfully by James Milton Hayes
with "The Green Eye of the Little Yellow God". Hayes's verses are
constantly being mistaken for the genuine article: the author's
name is hardly known. I was recently told with great assurance that
this poem was by Kipling, whom my informant had judged (fairly
favourably) almost exclusively by it.
The first verse reveals how brilliant Hayes was—
There's a one-eyed yellow idol to the north of Khatmandu,
There's a little marble cross below the town;
There's a broken-hearted woman tends the grave of Mad Carew,
And the Yellow God forever gazes down.
There are altogether eleven verses (herewith). While reading
them, I am reminded of The Naulahka, "The King's Ankus" [The
Second Jungle Book], "The Incarnation of Krishna Mulvaney"
[Life's Handicap], 'Mrs Hauksbee' [Plain Tales from the Hills, etc.],
Departmental Ditties, "The Man Who Was" [Life's Handicap]
and "Gunga Din" [Barrack-Room Ballads].
Kipling mentions the poem, and its author (but anonymously),
in Something of Myself [chapter VIII]. After some very cryptic
remarks, his respectful conclusion is, "But I admired him". I believe
that he deliberately did not ever criticise, adversely, the work of
another author.
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J. Milton Hayes appears to have been a jack-of-all-trades—
pupil teacher, insurance clerk, insurance manager, farm labourer,
steward on a liner, journalist, surveyor, engineer, foreign correspondent—but he made his name as an entertainer, and composer of
many successful monologues and songs, among them "Bubbles";
and he was the author of two books.
He was born in 1884 in Manchester, attended Manchester University, became a Second Lieutenant in the Manchester Regiment,
and was awarded the Military Cross in 1918. Later he married a
French film actress and lived on the Riviera. He died in 1940.
Yours sincerely,
MARGARET

NEWSOM

Mrs Newsom, who is the Society's Honorary Librarian, has also supplied the
following supplementary notes on the same subject:1. The Library of the Kipling Society has for a long time had a copy of Milton
Hayes's "The Green Eye of the Little Yellow God (Mad Carew)", set to music by
Cuthbert Clarke. It is No 62 in a series called Musical Monologues, described as
"Recitations with Musical Accompaniments". The publishers were Reynolds & Co
(Music Publishers) Ltd, 19 Nassau St., London WI, and the price was " 3 / - net". At
the top of the title page is written in Reggie Harbord's [a former President of the
Kipling Society] clear hand, 'NOT BY KIPLING / See SOMETHING OF
MYSELF Page 219 and 220".]
2. For further details of Hayes see Who was Who in the Theatre; the London
Gazette, 6 April 1918; the Manchester Evening News, 21 December 1940, p 3; the
Daily Dispatch, 21 December 1940, p 3 (all of which were found for me by the
Wiltshire County Library Service, to whom I am indeed grateful). Copies of my
sources of information will be deposited in the Society's Library.

THE GREEN EYE OF THE LITTLE YELLOW GOD
by J. MILTON HAYES [see a reader's letter, "Mad Carew"]
There's a one-eyed yellow idol to the north of Khatmandu,
There's a little marble cross below the town;
There's a broken-hearted woman tends the grave of Mad Carew,
And the Yellow God forever gazes down.
He was known as "Mad Carew" by the subs at Khatmandu,
He was hotter than they felt inclined to tell;
But for all his foolish pranks, he was worshipped in the ranks,
And the Colonel's daughter smiled on him as well.
He had loved her all along, with the passion of the strong,
The fact that she loved him was plain to all.
She was nearly twenty-one, and arrangements had begun
To celebrate her birthday with a ball.
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He wrote to ask what present she would like from Mad Carew;
They met next day as he dismissed a squad;
And jestingly she told him then that nothing else would do
But the Green Eye of the Little Yellow God.
On the night before the dance Mad Carew seemed in a trance,
And they chaffed him as they puffed at their cigars;
But for once he failed to smile, and he sat alone awhile,
Then went out into the night beneath the stars.
He returned before the dawn, with his shirt and tunic torn,
And a gash across his temple dripping red;
He was patched up right away, and he slept through all the day,
And the Colonel's daughter watched beside his bed.
He woke at last and asked if they could send his tunic through;
She brought it, and he thanked her with a nod;
He bade her search the pocket saying, "That's from Mad Carew".
And she found the little green eye of the god.
She upbraided poor Carew in the way that women do,
Though both her eyes were strangely hot and wet;
But she wouldn't take the stone and Mad Carew was left alone
With the jewel that he'd chanced his life to get.
When the ball was at its height, on that still and tropic night,
She thought of him and hastened to his room;
As she crossed the barrack square she could hear the dreamy air
Of a waltz tune softly stealing thro' the gloom.
His door was open wide, with silver moonlight shining through;
The place was wet and slipp'ry where she trod;
An ugly knife lay buried in the heart of Mad Carew,
'Twas the "Vengeance of the Little Yellow God".
There's a one-eyed yellow idol to the north of Khatmandu,
There's a little marble cross below the town;
There's a broken-hearted woman tends the grave of Mad Carew,
And the Yellow God forever gazes down.

SAVOUR UNLOST
From Mr Wilfred Thesiger, CBE, DSO. 15 Shelley Court, Tite Street, London SW3

Sir,
I do not own a Television Set so did not see Stalky & Co. "on
the box"—to quote Mr Kenneth Owen's letter ["Savoury Interludes?", March 1982, p. 44]. But I first read Stalky & Co. when I
was about twelve, and enjoyed those stories enormously. Now at
the age of seventy-two I still read them with enjoyment. Like the
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stories in Puck of Pook's Hill they appeal to all ages.
Mr Owen deplores the cruelty and snobbery in Stalky & Co. Boys
are often cruel to their fellows, sometimes physically, more often
socially. This is one ingredient of schoolboy behaviour, certain
to be encountered if you "examine the adolescent mind". Mr Owen
is surprisingly sensitive if he objects to the cruelty in "The Moral
Reformers". It is surely trivial compared with the violence and
sadism to which we are accustomed in the literature of today.
As for the snobbery, Mr Owen cites the assumption that, in his
phrase, "one gentleman doesn't need to tell another that a gamekeeper who shoots foxes won't do". He is referring, of course, to
what was at that time an entirely recognised code of behaviour—
but perhaps he objects to the concept of a gentleman.
Yours faithfully,
WILFRED THESIGER

From Mr J. M. Patrick, Markwicks, Cousley Wood, Wadhurst, East Sussex TN5 6HG

Dear Editor,
I am surprised by the attitude struck by Mr Kenneth Owen
towards the recent BBC series on Stalky & Co. Those "rattling good
yarns" came over as excellent TV entertainment for all ages, and
conveyed their original flavour (or savour) faithfully. Most striking
was the way in which Kipling's text needed so little modification.
Surely, Kipling was in the business of writing compelling yarns,
and it is only the likes of us who search for all sorts of ulterior
motives in them. I first read Stalky & Co. as a boy, and have re-read
it many times since with as much enjoyment.
Indeed, Stalky & Co. and Kim have accompanied me everywhere; their pocket editions were my constant companions
throughout the War; my first copies were blown up by a Japanese
mortar bomb which landed in my slit-trench during the siege of
Kohima (luckily I was momentarily parted from them at the time).
As soon as I could I obtained replacements from Thacker & Spink,
Calcutta.
Very many readers of Kipling, especially those who started young
and without the prompting of elders, must have been greatly
influenced by him. In my case I can claim that he steered my life
in a direction it would not otherwise have taken. When I came
across Stalky & Co. by chance when I was eleven, I was captivated,
especially by "Slaves of the Lamp, Part II". Then came Kim, and
thereafter the true story about Gurkhas, "In the Presence" [A
Diversity of Creatures].
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Thus when vacancies in Gurkha regiments were notified when I
was doing officer training in 1940 I applied, and was fortunately
accepted. Having no Indian background, I would never have
given that opening a second glance had it not been for the admiration so lastingly generated in me by Kipling.
Yours sincerely,
JIM PATRICK

POSSUM'S PARODIES
From Mrs L. A. F. Lewis, 31 Campden Street, London W8 7EP

Dear Sir,
Has anyone noticed that at least two of the poems in T. S. Eliot's
Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats1 (and now in the Andrew
Lloyd-Webber/T. S. Eliot hit musical Cats) are literary parodies
—one of Kipling?
In "Macavity: The Mystery Cat", Macavity resembles that other
"Napoleon of Crime", Professor Moriarty in Conan Doyle's The
Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes2.
Both are tall and thin—
Macavity's a ginger cat, he's very tall and thin;
You would know him if you saw him, for his eyes are sunken in. '
My nerves are fairly proof, Watson, but I must confess to a start ... He is
extremely tall and thin...and his two eyes are deeply sunken in his head ...2

They sway their heads alike—
He sways his head from side to side, with movements like a snake.

1

... his face... is for ever slowly oscillating from side to side in a
curiously reptilian fashion.2

When a crime is committed, Macavity will be
... a mile away...
...engaged in doing complicated long-division sums.1

Similarly, Moriarty will be
I dare say, working out problems upon a blackboard ten miles away.2

Holmes's comment is:Aye, there's the genius and the wonder of the thing!2

Old Possum's comment is:
Ay, there's the wonder of the thing! Macavity's not there! 1
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"Skimbleshanks: the Railway Cat" is based on Kipling's bad but
magical poem "The Long Trail". The southbound boat becomes a
northbound train—
There's a whisper down the field where the year has shot her yield,
And the ricks stand grey to the sun,
Singing: "Over then, come over, for the bee has quit the clover,
And your English summer's done.' 3
[There's a whisper down the line at 11.39
When the Night Mail's ready to depart,
Saying 'Skimble where is Skimble has he gone to hunt the thimble?
We must find him or the train can't start.'] 1

Eliot does not lift whole phrases, as he did in "Macavity"; but
"Skimbleshanks" is full of Kipling rhyme-tricks, and emphasises
work and technology in a thoroughly Kipling way.
Perhaps all the Old Possum poems are affectionate mockery of
the same kind, if one could only spot the originals?
Yours etc.,
LISA

LEWIS

1.

Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats, by T. S. Eliot and Nicolas Bentley,
pub. Faber & Faber, numerous illustrated editions since 1940.

2.

Conan Doyle's "The Final Problem" (1894) in The Memoirs of Sherlock
Holmes, commonly in John Murray's Omnibus Volume Sherlock Holmes
Short Stories, also in Penguin Books.

3.

"The Long Trail" (1891), in the Definitive Edition of Kipling's Verse; also in
Eliot's anthology A Choice of Kipling's Verse (Faber, London, 1941; Scribner,
New York, 1943).
OBITUARY: MR WILFRED SCOTT-GILES

Mrs Margaret Bagwell Purefoy (whose comments provide the main basis of this
Note) has kindly drawn my attention to the death at Cambridge, on 8 February
1982, in his 89th year, of a learned and lovable figure, C. Wilfred Scott-Giles,
O.B.E.. F.S.A., Fitzalan Pursuivant Extraordinary, who will be remembered by older
members of the Society.
I also have his obituary from The Times (12 March 1982), describing him in
some detail as "an influential writer on heraldic matters". His published writing on
heraldry indeed went back to the 1920s, and he soon became an acknowledged
authority, and came to play an important part in the background of many magnificent ceremonial and royal occasions.
He was for many years a popular member of our Society, and in the 1950s was
personally responsible for arranging on our behalf a very satisfactory venue for
our meetings, in Eccleston Square. Until eventually prevented by declining health
from travelling from Cambridge to our Discussion Meetings, he always took an
active part. The Society would wish to express its sympathy to the members of his
family on their bereavement.— Ed.
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
We are pleased to welcome eight new members:Mr J. S. Clayton (London); Mr T. Driver (Sussex); Ms G. R. McCutcheon (Tyne
and Wear); Miss E. J. Short (Oxfordshire); Mrs F. H. Stanley (Tennessee, U.S.A.);
Mrs I. B. Stanley (Tennessee, U.S.A.); Temple University Library (Pennsylvania,
U.S.A.); Miss C. H. Woollcombe (North Yorkshire).
HONORARY AUDITOR
Mr B. S. Connolly, F.C.A., (who is incidentally the son of Mr M. B. Connolly, a
member of the Society) has very kindly consented to audit the Society's accounts in
future, on an honorary footing. We are most grateful for this, and we also look
forward to seeing him at the Society's functions.
THE MELBOURNE BRANCH
We congratulate Mrs Ivy Morton, who has been for many years a prominent member
of our Melbourne Branch and since 1973 its Honorary Secretary, on her recent
election to a Vice-Presidency of the Kipling Society. Mrs Morton, who was born in
England, is the widow of a former Indian Army officer whom she met and married
in Western Australia after emigrating there before the War. She and her husband
later moved to Melbourne. She has played an energetic part in local public life, and
notably in the Australian airline and travel business. The Melbourne Branch,
during a period which has certainly had its discouragements and difficulties, has
been fortunate to have her constant support. Its present level of activity, and the
encouraging accession of new members, are in no small measure a reflection of her
enthusiasm.
Bulletins from Melbourne, as we have noticed before (June 1981, p 47) tend to
convey a pleasant whiff of the style and the enterprise that evidently attach to
functions organised by members there. The highlight of a recent report was the
Kipling Luncheon of Christmas 1981, again hospitably and successfully arranged
in the garden of Mrs R. Kennedy at Caulfield. It was a gracious event thoroughly
enjoyed by all who could attend—an attractive blend of seasonal conviviality and
literary association, in the beguiling alfresco of a fine Victorian summer's day.
The scene was set by elegant silver and napery on tables under the trees; the flavour
of Christmas was conspicuous in a lavish traditional menu with all imaginable
trimmings; while the Society's customary toasts upstanding, and select recitals of
Kipling's verse by Mr A. C. Brend and Mrs D. Mendes, no doubt assuaged the
thirst that from the soul doth rise, and dispelled such stupor as port and pies and
pudding may impart.
So far as we in London are concerned, Mrs Kennedy thereupon crowned the
occasion by generously presenting to the Kipling Journal the entire financial takings
from the Luncheon. We are grateful alike for the handsome cheque that came our
way and for the kind thought that underlay it.

A NOTE ON THE KIPLING SOCIETY
Office at 18 Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5BJ
This literary and historical society is for anyone interested in Rudyard Kipling's prose
and verse, life and times. His published writings, in 35 volumes, are by any standard
remarkable. His life (1865-1936) was eventful, and the period through which he lived
and about which he wrote with such vigour was one of immense change.
As a non-profit-making cultural organisation run on an essentially unpaid footing
to provide a service, the Society has the status of a Registered Charity in Britain. Its
management and principal activities are in England, but it has branches or secretariat arrangements in Australia, Canada and the U.S.A. Over a third of its
members, including scores of universities, colleges and libraries, are in North America.
Founded in 1927, the Society has attracted many notable literary and academic
figures, including of course the leading authorities in the field of Kipling studies; but it
also caters for an unspecialised public of general readers, from whom its wider
membership is drawn. Its managing focus is the Secretary in London, John Shearman.
He and other office-holders arrange various activities, including regular talks and
discussions in London, and an Annual Luncheon; answer enquiries from correspondents; and maintain a specialised Library for reference and research.
The quarterly Kipling Journal is sent free to all members. In this issue, on pages
4, 5 and 47, is some general information on the Society. More can readily be obtained
from John Shearman or branch Secretaries. Applications for membership are
welcome: the Society and this Journal depend absolutely on such support.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Individual Member
Junior Member (up to age 24)
Corporate Member

Britain
£6.00
£3.00
£12.00

Overseas
£7.50
£3.00
£15.00

LITERARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE KIPLING JOURNAL
The Kipling Journal is essentially the Kipling Society's publication, and though the
Editor selects its contents with an eye to merit, originality and an interesting range of
topics, he must always allot space to the Society's business, including some at least
of the addresses delivered at the Society's meetings, if they are short enough.
Independent literary contributions, however, are very welcome. If we cannot print
them at once we may be able to place them in a later issue. Like other literary societies,
we do not pay for articles: authors gain the satisfaction of publication in a periodical
of authority and repute, recognised as the only one specialising in this subject.
We have at present more publishable material than we can print, and have had to
defer or decline some items of interest. However this is healthy. We would like more,
to sustain our variety and quality.
Articles submitted should be fairly brief. Our average page carries only 400 words
of text. A 4000-word article, however good, may be hard to place. We impose no
limit, but should remind contributors of a factor which must influence selection.
Letters to the Editor are welcomed: unless told otherwise, we reserve the normal
right to shorten. Book Reviews, usually invited, may be volunteered: a range of 200
to 800 words is suggested. We will gratefully accept, even if we cannot quickly use,
relevant and reproducible illustrations, news cuttings, book excerpts, catalogue data
and other miscellanea which might enhance the Journal's interest. Since Kipling
touched the literary and practical world at many points our terms of reference are broad.
The Editor's address is Weavers, Danes Hill, Woking, Surrey GU22 7HQ.
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